
Introducing The Ethos Signature Collection — where lifelike natural 
wood and tile patterns create endless design possibilities, above or 
below grade. This collection of premium vinyl planks pulls from today’s 
most popular palette, giving you a wide array of timeless looks, all with 
lasting performance and low maintenance cost.

FOR INFORMATION OR TO PURCHASE, CONTACT US:
9303- 51st Ave, Edmonton, AB, T6E 4W8 Tel. 780-468-9999 
621 Manitou Rd SE, Calgary, AB, T2G 4C5 Tel. 403-692-6651 

www.albertahardwood.com

Signat�e
SPECS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
Wood Style
7” x 60”
180mm x 1535mm

OVERALL THICKNESS
5.5mm + 1.5mm IXPE (foam pad backing)

Total: 7.0mm

WEAR LAYER
.55mm or 22mil

IXPE UNDERLAY
1.5mm IXPE (foam pad backing)

LOCKING SYSTEM
Uniclic

EMBOSSING (EIR)
Deep, rich detailed embossing

FINISH
Diamond UV coating
Scratch-resistant
Chemical-resistant
Bacterial-resistant

WARRANTY
Lifetime Residential
30 year Light Commercial

CARTON SIZE
1.66 m2/carton or 17.87 f2/carton
6 pieces/carton
80 cartons/pallet
14 pallets per 20’ container

ADDITIONAL INFO
100% waterproof
100% virgin vinyl
4 sided microbevel



INTEGRITY   CES-7043
A state of being whole and undivided,
that’s Integrity. Inspired by the intricate
textures of wood, Integrity works in any 
room and complements your style. 
It’s built to withstand high traffic and 
impact, even in the most active homes.

RESOLVE   CES-7042
With Resolve you are on course for 
harmonic change. These floorboards 
will add a modern aesthetic to any 
room in your home. Upstairs or 
downstairs, this style offers a warm, 
timeless appeal.

TRANQUILITY   CES-7040
When you find a flooring style that 
matches the performance level of 
your space, you’ve found Tranquility. 
It effortlessly defeats spills, scuffs and
stains and it will not swell, buckle or 
fail even if exposed to water.

OPTIMISM   CES-8149
Raise a glass to successful outcomes! 
With extraordinary detail and rich 
embossed textures, Optimism mimics 
the look and feel of natural hardwood. 
Your friends and family will be hard 
pressed to tell it from the real thing.

CANDOR   CES-7046
When seriousness and honesty mix, 
you have Candor. This trend-setting 
plank provides an unmatched level 
of durability, stability and flair. All with 
a waterproof structure and enhanced 
options for scratch and stain resistance.

FORTITUDE   CES-8073
Spirit meets mettle — that’s the 
essence of Fortitude. Its sleek 
contemporary grain and detail makes 
it the ideal flooring for open spaces. 
Fresh and stylish, this flooring will 
make your rooms pop.

SERENITY   CES-8150
This flowing pattern offers flexibility 
and enduring beauty, but with the 
strength to withstand the rigors of 
real life. Beveled edges and realistic 
embossing only add to the authenticity 
of Serenity.

GRACE   CES-7041
Simple, elegant and refined, that’s 
Grace. This realistic vinyl plank 
features a natural grain that exudes 
warmth and richness. With Grace 
you can complete any of your dream 
rooms with functionality and style.

Note: The photos presented have limitations in that the colour in the photo may vary from the actual  
product due to the translation and reproduction limitations of photography and printing.

ETHOS 
HARD 
SURFACE 
CLEANER
Eco friendly, streak and 
residue free. It’s safe 
for most hard surfaces 
including Hardwood, 
Vinyl, Laminate and 
sealed Tile.


